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Growing European Wine Grapes in 

the Finger Lakes:  

The Secret is in the Lakes 
Climate History  

• Hundreds of thousands of years in the making, the Finger Lakes were carved out by 

successive waves of glaciers. These large and deep fresh water lakes and the soil 

deposits surrounding them are the glaciers' gifts to modern winemakers. 

•  The massive bodies of water, visible from our vineyards, have a profound effect on the 

grapes.  

• During the winter, cold air drains naturally from the sloping vineyards to the lakes 

controlling frost.  

• In spring, cool air bathes the vines, delaying the start of the growing season so that the 

tender shoots are not injured by late frosts. 

•  In the fall, the sun-warmed lakes prevent early frosts and extend the growing season. 

• In addition, the soil in the region is generally deep, providing good drainage. 

• The Finger Lakes AVA wine region is often compared to the Rhine wine growing 

region of Germany 

Seneca Lake  

• Red Tail Ridge is located on the Western Shores of Seneca Lake, the largest and 

deepest of the Finger Lakes.  

• Seneca Lake is 38 miles long and reaches depths of 618 feet.  

• Seneca Lake holds 4.2 trillion gallons of water; roughly half of the water in all 

of the Finger Lakes.  

• Due to its significant depth and capacity, Seneca Lake rarely freezes; thereby 

serving as a moderating influence over extreme temperatures.  It releases its 

warmth during the winter and provides cooling breezes in the summer. 

• The sloping topography around Seneca provides optimal lake exposure and air 

drainage which enhances frost protection of vineyards in close proximity. 
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